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In this paper we have defined a new class of double numerical sequences. If the
coefficients of a double cosine or sine trigonometric series belong to the such classes, then it
is verified that they are Fourier series or equivalently their sums are integrable functions. In
addition, we obtain an estimate for the mixed modulus of smoothness of a double sine Fourier
series whose coefficients belong to the new class of sequences mention above.
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1. Known results on single trigonometric series
Let us consider the trigonometric series
∞∑
k=1
ak cos kx (1)
and ∞∑
k=1
bk sin kx, (2)






An interesting topic that concerns with above series is the so-called
Fourier Series Problem and Integrability Problem, which are equivalent prob-
lems. These problems consist of finding the properties of the coefficients ak, bk
such that the above series are Fourier series.
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In most cases cosine series (1) is more prickly than sine series (2). For












is only sufficient one.
Another well-known sufficient condition due to W. H. Young is that ak →
0 and {ak} is quasi-convex. Regarding to the necessity condition we can mention
the result of R. Salem (see [1], Vol. 1, page 237) that
(ak − ak+1) log k → 0
when ak ↓ 0. Also, it is well-known that when coefficients of the series (1)
and (2) tend to zero and are of bounded variation, then they are Fourier series
if and only if they represent integrable functions. On the other hand, S. A.
Telyakovskii [5] has verified that when bk → 0 and {bk} is quasi-convex, then






Later, on one hand T. Kano [3] has proved the following theorem.






)∣∣∣ < +∞, (3)
then (1) and (2) are Fourier series, or equivalently, they represent integrable
functions.
On the other hand B. Ram and S. Kumari [4] have used the class of null
sequences that satisfy condition (3) (we denote it by R) in order to estimate the
integral modulus of continuity of a function in terms of its Fourier coefficients.
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Let G ∈ Lp (1 ≤ p < ∞) be a 2pi−periodic function. The integral modulus of
continuity of order m of G in Lp is defined by













and ‖(·)‖Lp denotes the norm in Lp.
Estimating the integral modulus of continuity of a function in terms of
its Fourier coefficients has a ”long history”. For example, M. Izumi and S. Izumi
have proved an estimate of the integral modulus of continuity of order 1 of a
function whose Fourier coefficients are quasi-convex (see [2]). An improvement
of their result is given by S. A. Telyakovski˘ı [5], and another studying in this
topic is one interesting result of B. Ram and S. Kumari [4] formulated below.


















where g(x) is the sum function of the series (2).
Our aim in this paper is to extend Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 from
single to double Fourier series. In order to prove the main results we need the
following auxiliary statement [4].
Lemma 1.3. Let 0 < t ≤ 1/n, (n = 1, 2, . . . ), and let m be a natural
number. If Kν(x) denotes the Feje´r’s kernel, then∫ pi
0
∣∣4m±tK ′ν(x)∣∣ dx ≤ { Amtmνm+1 for ν = 1, 2, . . . , nAmν for ν = 1, 2, . . . .
Throughout this paper O−symbol contain positive constants, generally
speaking, different in different estimates.
2. New results on double trigonometric series





am,n cosmx cosny (4)






bm,n sinmx sinny, (5)
whose coefficients satisfy condition
am,n, bm,n → 0 as m+ n→∞.
The following notations will be used throughout the paper. For an arbi-
trary numerical sequence um,n we denote
410uν,µ = uν,µ − uν+1,µ, 401uν,µ = uν,µ − uν,µ+1,
411uν,µ = 410 (401uν,µ) , 421uν,µ = 410 (411uν,µ) ,
412uν,µ = 401 (411uν,µ) , 422uν,µ = 411 (411uν,µ) .
Now we are able to give the following definition.
Definition 2.1. We say that {um,n} belongs to the class R2 if um,n → 0









First, we prove the following result.
Theorem 2.2. If {cm,n} ∈ R2 (where cm,n is am,n or bm,n), then the
series (4) and (5) are Fourier series, or equivalently, they represent integrable
functions.
P r o o f. We shall prove the theorem only for the series (5) since for the
series (4) it can be proved in a very same way. Applying the summation by


















































































































































































































































































































Using the estimation |D′p(v)| = O(p) we obtain
|K ′p(v)| = O(p),





























































































































) ∣∣∣∣|D′m(x)||K ′`(y)| → 0
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as m→∞ uniformly in n.
Also, we have
mn
∣∣∣∣411( bm−1,n−1(m− 1)(n− 1)





















and in a similar way we have obtained
m
∣∣∣∣410( bm−1,n(m− 1)n
) ∣∣∣∣|F ′m−1(x)||D′n(y)| → 0,
n
∣∣∣∣401( bm,n−1m(n− 1)
) ∣∣∣∣|D′m(x)||K ′n−1(y)| → 0,
as m+ n→∞.

























(k + 1)(`+ 1)
∣∣∣∣422(bk,`k`











The proof is completed.
Let f(x, y) be a bivariate function, 2pi-periodic in each variable. We say
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We use the notation ωk1,k2(f, t1, t2)p for the mixed modulus of smoothness in
Lp of order k1 in x and k2 in y of the function f ∈ Lp, i.e.

















f(x+ µh1, y + νh2).
Now and below the letter Ck1,k2 with or without subscripts denotes a constant
having different values in different contexts and depending upon subscripts.
We establish the following result.

















































P r o o f. Theorem 2.2 implies that the function g(x, y) is integrable. Also,














The symmetry of the function f implies the equalities










































































































































































































In a very similar way, using Lemma 1.3, it is verified that
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This completes the proof of the theorem.
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